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Religious Freedom and Liberty Issues in America - 35 

The pillar with which religious freedom and true liberty in America are constructed is that of 

knowledge. An intelligent understanding of the high cost of these basic human rights and the 

constant threats to their continuance is essential. Fundamental changes in both societal and 

governmental attitudes, towards the "First Freedoms" of the United States, should be 

monitored and recognized by the populace and responded to accordingly. Special programs, 

dedicated to this pressing threat and community need, as broadcast during this reporting 

period, are listed below:  . 

 

Issue – Christian Nationalism in Russian.  What the Founding Fathers of the 
United State of America Wanted to Avoid, Russian President Vladimir Putin 
Seems to Have Embraced For Ukraine. 

The inappropriate mixing of Church and State in the U.S. is not recognized as a valid threat to freedom. 

Seeing how that policy works out, in real time, may be helpful.  The policies of Russian President Vladimir 

Putin are demonstrating religious intolerance in regions of eastern Ukraine which, if properly understood, can 

shed future-light, if they should be allowed to manifest themselves in the U.S.  Host Alan Reinach discusses 

the issue with Alexander Bolotnikov, Adventist Pastor, Evangelist & Blogger, Born in Kyiv, Ukraine 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  

"Christian Nationalism, Russian Style” - 14 minutes - on 07-02-2022, 07-03-2022 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm & 07-

06-2022 @ 6:30pm 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – The Rise of Intolerance In America – There is Plenty to go Around 

The current U.S. social and political climate/culture has produced numerous laws intended to force 

compliance with a particular mindset.  The clash between Conservative Religious values, regarding marriage 

and sexuality and the “rights” of the, so-called, Progressive LGBTQ+ agenda is real.  How do competing 

“religious” systems mix with the coercive powers of the Federal government…especially when one chooses 

to be seen as non-religious?  Alan Reinach discusses these issues with Atty Jacob Reed, Legal Council for 

Alliance Defending Freedom. 

Program - Let Freedom Ring  

"Christian Employers vs EEOC” - 14 minutes - 07-30-2022 & 07-31-2022 @ 4:30am, 4:30pm & 07-03-2022 

@ 6:30pm. 

 



 

 

Additional Issues of Interest and Consequence Follow:  

Issue – The Supernatural Forces That Are Active On Earth 

Those who walk into a military mine field unawares are at the greatest danger of destruction.  In a similar 

manner, those who are unaware of, or choose to ignore, the reality of Supernatural forces in play on planet 

earth are at even greater danger! Lonnie Melashenko discusses this topic in a series of programs dedicated to 

visitations by Supernatural beings and their intentions towards human beings.  

Program – Voice of Prophecy  
“Angel Stories” - 13 minutes – A five-part series aired, Monday through Friday, 07-25-2022 through 07-29-2022 

@ 2:05am, 7:05am, 5:35pm. 

Issue – The Supernatural Forces That Are Active On Earth 

Long before the popular movie “Ghost Busters” was released in 1984 Ghosts have been speculated about, 

scoffed at and even greatly feared.  While the details and reports are often widely-divergent the fact remains 

that supernatural forces are definitely at work on this world.  So, are they friendly or malevolent?  Is the 

truth about ghosts available?  Pastor John Bradshaw discusses the issue filmed on location in a Tennessee 

Civil-war battlefield. 

Program – It Is Written 

"Are Ghosts Real?" - 30 minutes – 07-30-2022 at 6:26am and 07-31-2022, @ 12:26pm 

 

-------------------------- 

Issue – Stress Kills!  Is there a Way to Successfully Deal with a Stressful 

World and Live a Longer More enjoyable Life?   

Being stressed out can have a negative impact on the overall well-being of an individual and the stress 

statistics of US 2022 are not pleasing to the eye. The rising level of stress among adults is an alarming sign!  

Studies have revealed that from 65% to 87% of Americans are increasingly stressed about money, war, 

cyberattacks, inflation and supply-chain issues.  Lonnie Melashenko discusses stress in a series of programs 

with Health Educator Gary Strunk, and provides proven means of dealing with stress in our day. 

Program – Voice of Prophecy  
“Handling Stress” - 13 minutes – A five-part series aired, Monday through Friday, 08-01-2022 through 08-05-2022 

@ 2:05am, 7:05am, 5:35pm. 

 


